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Abstract: Multiple images steganography refers to hiding secret messages in
multiple natural images to minimize the leakage of secret messages during
transmission. Currently, the main multiple images steganography algorithms
mainly distribute the payloads as sparsely as possible in multiple cover images
to improve the detection error rate of stego images. In order to enable the
payloads to be accurately and efficiently distributed in each cover image, this
paper proposes a multiple images steganography for JPEG images based on
optimal payload redistribution. Firstly, the algorithm uses the principle of
dynamic programming to redistribute the payloads of the cover images to
reduce the time required in the process of payloads distribution. Then, by
reducing the difference between the features of the cover images and the stego
images to increase the detection error rate of the stego images. Secondly,
this paper uses a data decomposition mechanism based on Vandermonde
matrix. Even if part of the data is lost during the transmission of the secret
messages, as long as the data loss rate is less than the data redundancy rate,
the original secret messages can be recovered. Experimental results show that
the method proposed in this paper improves the efficiency of payloads distri-
bution compared with existing multiple images steganography. At the same
time, the algorithm can achieve the optimal payload distribution of multiple
images steganography to improve the anti-statistical detection performance
of stego images.

Keywords: Multiple images steganography; payloads distribution; dynamic
programming; messages recovery

1 Introduction

Steganography is the hiding of secret messages in unsuspecting digital media, and the digital
media can be transmitted in public channels, so that secret messages are not detected by third
parties. The covers generally refer to publicly available digital content, including multimedia con-
tent such as images, video and audio. Currently, existing steganographic techniques [1–4] usually
embed secret messages in a single image. If too much messages to be embedded, the stego images
carrying more secret messages are very easy to be detected by a third party. In our daily work and
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life, it is very common for users to upload and download images in batches on social networks.
In order to transmit a large number of messages at one time, researchers have proposed some
methods for multiple images steganography [5–7]. The sender separately embeds the messages into
multiple cover images, and the batch of stego images is transmitted through the public channel.
The receiver of the message can obtain multiple stego images at one time. When applying multiple
steganography to the real-world, a sender usually has multiple images and a long message, the
problem faced by this sender becomes how to allocate messages among multiple images to be the
least detectable, which is the main research issue of multiple images steganography.

In the study of the multiple images steganography, Gasarch [8] first proposed the definition
of the multiple images steganography model, and constructed a theoretical model based on
the multiple images steganography technology. In the multiple images steganography model, the
set of secret messages is embedded into multiple cover images through different steganographic
techniques. After the transmission, the messages are extracted from multiple stego images and
integrated. Although the preprocessing and embedding of messages are proposed in the multiple
images steganography model, the problem of reasonable payload distribution when embedding
messages is not considered. Assume that payload distribution is performed according to the
features of the cover images, and messages are embedded in the cover images according to
the size of the payload distribution. When the features of the stego images are close to the
features of the cover images, the stego images are more likely to avoid detection by a third-party
during transmission.

Aiming at the problem of reasonable payload distribution in multiple images steganography,
Ker [9] first proposed the concepts of ‘batch information hiding’ and ‘batch information analysis.’
Ker [9] proposed the concept of ‘batch information hiding’ and believed that steganography
should always focus the payloads on as few images as possible, or spread the payloads as sparsely
as possible. However, the experimental results show that some batch detection and analysis
methods can determine this payload distribution strategy based on experience, thereby they can
effectively identify the cover images and the stego images. Ker et al. [10] studied the general
batch steganalysis method and considered testing different payload distribution methods for the
steganalysis method. This paper proposes five basic payload distribution algorithms and tests
the multiple images steganography using actual data. The experimental results suggest that the
payloads should be concentrated in as few cover images as possible or evenly distributed to
each cover image. Due to the lack of set steganography analyzers, Ker et al. [11] proposed
a blind universal pool steganography analyzer to verify the theoretical results of the multi-
carrier steganography technology. The above methods study how to more reasonably distribute
the payloads, but do not take into account the diversity of cover images.

Since the features and texture complexity of each cover image are different, the distortion val-
ues caused by embedding the same payload are also different. Considering the diversity of cover
images in multiple images steganography, Zhao et al. [12,13], Cogranne et al. [14], Yu et al. [15]
and Li et al. [16] proposed the latest development direction of multiple images steganography
research. Zhao et al. [12] proposed an adaptive multiple images steganography method for spatial
domain images based on distortion and steganography security. On this basis, Zhao et al. [13]
proposes a general adaptive multiple images steganography method for spatial and JPEG domain
images, and re-determines the amount of payloads embedded in each batch of images according
to the “size” rule of the image and the histogram equalization to improve the detection error rate
of stego images. Cogranne et al. [14] studied the practical strategy of distributing payloads in
images, and distributed the payloads in all images, and using the statistical model as the output
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of the detector, which further improved the steganography of multiple images anti-detection
performance. Yu et al. [15] proposed to use the max-residual-greedy to embed secret messages,
and use three methods to calculate the residual value of the cover image to select the cover image
with the largest residual value for embedding. Experimental results show that the above methods
embed secret messages into multiple images through different payload distribution algorithms,
which effectively reduces the accuracy of the detection of the stego images.

In order to make the payloads more accurately distributed to multiple images, Li et al. [16]
researched and developed a non-uniform payload distribution algorithm, and replaced the non-
uniform payload distribution of multiple images by FBR (Feature Backward Replacement) algo-
rithm to improve the anti-detection performance of stego images. At the same time, Li et al. [16]
utilizes the data decomposition mechanism based on the Vandermonde matrix [17] to improve the
embedding rate of the cover images and the robustness of secret messages. Even if a small part
of the stego images are lost during transmission, the method can still extract messages from the
remaining stego images. The algorithm improves the accuracy of each image payload distribution.
After the FBR algorithm combining with different steganography algorithm for embedding. The
detection accuracy rate of stego images is lower than that without FBR algorithm. However,
although the algorithm takes into account the difference of each cover image during the payload
distribution, it takes too many iterations during the payload distribution process. Therefore, when
using this algorithm to embed multiple images, the required payload distribution time is longer.

The methods in Zhao et al. [12,13], Cogranne et al. [14] and Yu et al. [15] roughly and indi-
rectly measures the complexity of the images, Li et al. [16] distributes payloads to multiple cover
images more accurately at the expense of distribution efficiency. This paper considers the issues
of accuracy and efficiency of payload distribution, the maximum embedding capacity of each
image are determined by the features of the cover images. Then based on the idea of dynamic
programming, the difference between the features of the cover images and the stego images is used
to design the dynamic payload redistribution (DPR) algorithm. The DPR algorithm is expected
to improve the embedding efficiency of secret messages and the fault tolerance during payload
distribution. The improved DPR algorithm can be combined with traditional steganography such
as LSB [18], nsF5 [2]. It can also be combined with the adaptive steganography algorithm such
as J-UNIWARD [19] to improve the payload distribution efficiency of existing multiple images
steganography and the detection error rate of stego images.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 2 mainly introduces the related work.
Section 3 describes the main framework and steps of this method in detail, and gives the
algorithm of payload distribution. Section 4 gives the experimental results and comparison of the
proposed algorithm with existing algorithms. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 Related Works

For multiple images steganography methods, the value of the Maximum Mean Discrepancy
is usually used to measure the difference between the features of cover sets and the features of
stego sets. The smaller the value of MMD, the smaller the difference between the features of the
image sets, and the less likely the stego images will be detected during transmission. This section
mainly introduces the principle of Maximum mean discrepancy.

Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) was proposed in [20] and used for double-sample
detection to determine whether the two distributions p and q were the same. Pevny [21] proposed
and proved that the value of MMD can be used to evaluate the difference between the cover
set and the stego set. The features of the cover set and the stego set are regarded as two
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different distributions. The MMD value represents the magnitude of the difference between the
feature sets.

The statistical detection method based on MMD refers to: finding the continuous function
f in the sample space based on two distributed samples, and finding the average value of two
distributions on this continuous function f . By comparing the two mean values, the average
difference between the two distributions corresponding to the function f can be obtained. Finding
the function f that maximizes the average difference between the two distributions gives the value
of MMD. Finally, the value of MMD is used to determine whether the two distributions are
identical. If the value is small enough, the two distributions are considered identical, otherwise
the two distributions are considered different.

MMD has been proved in [20] to distinguish the difference between the features of the cover
images and the stego images. In practical steganography applications, assuming X is a separable
measurement space, pc and ps are probability distributions defined on X , limiting the set of
functions to a smaller sample range F , and the difference between p and q is measured as shown
in Eq. (1).

MMD[F ,p,q]= sup
f∈F

(Ex∼pcf (x)−Ey∼ps f (y)) (1)

Suppose X = {x1, . . . ,xm} is a dataset sample obtained from distributions pc, the size of the
data set is m, and Y = {y1, . . . ,yn} is a dataset sample obtained from distributions ps, the size is
n. The two continuous functions distributed on the sample space are f , and the average values of
the two values distributed on the continuous function are Ex∼pc f (x) and Ey∼psf (y), respectively.
The sup represents an upper bound in a set, that is, the smallest element greater than or equal
to all other elements in the set, which is not necessarily in the set. Experience from MMD based
on X and Y can be estimated as shown in Eq. (2).

MMD[F ,X ,Y ]= sup
f∈F

(
1
m

m∑
i=1

f (xi)− 1
n

n∑
i=1

f (yi)

)
(2)

It is proved in [15] that F is selected as a unit ball in Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space
(RKHS), then when pc = ps exists, MMD[F ,pc,ps] = 0; if pc �= ps, MMD[F ,pc,ps] > 0. Given
further the kernel function K corresponding to RKHS, the square of this MMD can be expressed
as shown in Eq. (3).

MMD2 [F ,p,q]=Ex,x′
[
k
(
x,x′

)]− 2Ex,y [k (x,y)]+Ey,y′
[
k
(
y,y′

)]
(3)

where x and x′ respectively are two subordinate random variables to p, y and y′ are random
variables to q. Estimate statistics for this MMD can be expressed as shown in Eq. (4).

MMD [F ,X ,Y ]=
⎡
⎣ 1
m2

m∑
i,j=1

k
(
xi,xj

)− 2
mn

m,n∑
i,j=1

k (xi,yi)+ 1
n2

n∑
i,j=1

k
(
yi.yj

)⎤⎦
1
2

(4)

According to the above formula, the principle of MMD is to project and sum each sample,
and use the size of the sum to measure the difference between the two sample distributions. In
fact, the value of MMD is not only used to demonstrate the difference between the two features,
but also to evaluate the security of the steganography algorithm [21]. Suppose that in RKHS, the
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greater the value of MMD, the farther the distribution of the stego images and the cover images;
the smaller the value of MMD, the closer the distribution of the stego images and the cover
images. That is, when the distribution of the cover images in RKHS is unchanged, the smaller
the MMD value, the closer the distribution of the cover images is to that of the stego images,
the less easily the stego images will be detected.

Since the value of MMD can be used to evaluate the security of the steganography algorithm,
for multiple images steganography, the value of MMD can be used to determine the optimal
payload distribution for each cover image. In this paper, when designing the dynamic payload
redistribution algorithm, the payloads are unevenly distributed to cover images by using the
difference between the features of the cover images and the stego images, thereby reducing the
value of MMD between the cover images and the stego images.

3 Proposed Method

Based on the idea of dynamic programming, this section proposes a dynamic payload redis-
tribution (DPR) algorithm that uses the value of MMD to evaluate the difference between the
features of the cover images and the stego images, to achieve the optimal payload distribution of
the cover images, and to solve the problems of low embedding efficiency and low fault tolerance
in existing payload distribution algorithms. When the DPR algorithm proposed in this section
combined with the adaptive steganography algorithm, it is having better anti-statistical detection
performance. Section 3.1 presents the main multiple images steganography method framework;
Section 3.2 introduces the method of messages data decomposition and recovery; Section 3.3
proposes algorithms for payloads redistribution; Section 3.4 describes the process of multiple
images embedding and extracting.

3.1 Main Framework
3.1.1 Framework Figure

Based on the requirements for image steganography in practical applications, this section pro-
poses a framework for batch steganography of multiple images. The process of image steganogra-
phy mainly has three parts: constructing the stego images, sending secret messages, and extracting
secret messages. The multiple images steganography framework proposed in this paper is shown
in Fig. 1. The importance of this method is mainly in the construction of the stego images.
Firstly, the secret messages are decomposed by using a data decomposition mechanism based
on the Vandermonde matrix, and then the payloads of the cover images are redistributed using
a dynamic payload distribution algorithm. The stego images send messages through the public
channel, and finally the secret messages are extracted and restored.

Secret messages preprocessing: According to the number of cover images in multiple images
steganography, the secret messages that need to be embedded are decomposed, and the secret
messages are decomposed into different information blocks by the data decomposition mechanism
based on the Vandermonde matrix. As shown in Fig. 1�, the decomposed secret information
blocks can be directly assigned to the cover images.

Dynamic payloads distribution: First, the decomposed messages are equally distributed to
each cover image. After generating the stego images, extract the features of the cover images and
the stego images separately. Based on the difference between the features of the cover images and
the stego images, a dynamic payload redistribution algorithm is used to distribute the payloads
of the cover images. As shown in Fig. 1�, each cover gets a new payload after dynamic payload
redistribution algorithm.
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Secret messages embedding and extracting: The secret messages are embedded in the
cover images with the redistributed payloads. The constructed stego images are transmitted to
the receiver through the channel transmission. During the transmission process, a small part
of the images data will inevitably be lost or damaged. According to the characteristics of the
Vandermonde matrix, as long as the receiver can receive sufficient number of secret images, part
of the messages extracted from each secret image will restore the original secret messages, as
shown in Fig. 1�.
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Figure 1: Multiple images steganography framework

3.1.2 Analysis
As can be seen from the frame diagram, the process of preprocessing the secret message is

to decompose the secret message using a data decomposition mechanism based on the Vander-
monde matrix. The combination of the secret message and the Vandermonde matrix produces
data redundancy. The decomposed secret message becomes many different information blocks,
and these information blocks are embedded in different cover images. Even if the messages are
partially lost during transmission, as long as the data loss rate is less than the data redundancy
rate, the receiver can use the completed information blocks to recover the original messages.

In the dynamic payload redistribution algorithm proposed in this paper, the value of the
difference between the features of the cover set and the stego set is used to evaluate the security
of the stego message. The difference between the cover set and the stego set is represented by the
value of MMD. The smaller the value of MMD, the more similar the features of the cover set
and the stego set, so the stego images are not easy to be detected. Conversely, if the value of
MMD is larger, the stego images are more easily detected. The dynamic payload redistribution
algorithm uses the principle of dynamic programming to distribute the payload non-uniformly in
each cover image, so that the difference between the features of the cover set and the stego set
are minimized. On the one hand, the process of dynamic programming shortens the time required
for payloads distribution, and at the same time reduces the detection accuracy of stego images.
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3.2 Decompose and Recovery the Secret Messages
In multiple images steganography, the steganography hides the secret messages in multiple

cover images, and the receiver needs to receive all the stego images to fully recover the original
messages. However, in the actual channel transmission process, it is difficult to achieve the
complete transmission of the images, such as the influence of noise or the loss of some images
content during the transmission process. In this section, we combine the secret messages with
the Vandermonde matrix. The messages are divided into blocks and embedded in different cover
images. In this way, even if part of the stego images are lost during transmission, the embedded
information can still be extracted from the remaining part of the stego images.

We treat many given messages as binary streams, and convert the binary secret messages into
a b-ary digit sequences, where b is an odd prime. First, the messages sequences are divided into
K parts, each part contains L1 digits. Convert each part to a b-ary sequence containing L2 digits.
The relationship between L1 and L2 is shown in Eq. (5).

L1 =
⌊
L2 · log2 b

⌋
(5)

For example, the messages are the binary sequence (1001 1101 0110). We divide the binary
sequence into 3 parts, each part contains 4 digits, which is L1 = 4. Assuming that b = 5, the
binary sequence will be converted to (11 14 23). At this point, each part of the 5-ary sequence
contains 2 digits, which is L2 = 2.

According to Eq. (5), the redundancy rate Re can be represented as shown in Eq. (6).

Re= 1− L1
L2 · log2 b

<
1

L1+ 1
(6)

when L1 and L2 are large enough, the redundancy rate Re approaches 0. Therefore, we can
directly treat binary messages sequence as b-ary sequence. The secret messages are transformed
into K parts after conversion, each part contains L2 digits, and each part can be expressed as
shown in Eq. (7).{
dk,1 dk,2 . . . dk,L1

}
, k ∈ [1,K] (7)

Build Vandermonde matrix A, and modulo q to matrix A, as shown in Eq. (8). The indices
in matrix A are integers between 0 and b− 1, which is a1,a2, . . . ,aL2 ∈ [0,b− 1].

A=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 1 1 · · · 1
a1 a2 a3 · · · aL2

a21 a22 a23 · · · a2L2
...

...
...

. . .
...

aL1−1
1 aL1−1

2 aL1−1
3 · · · aL1−1

L2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦mod b (8)

where L1 ≤L2 ≤ b and a1 �= a2 �= · · · �= aL2 are satisfied in matrix A.

According to Li et al. [16], each messages are decomposed into n blocks, and the secret
messages

{
dk,1 dk,2 . . . dk,L1

}
can be converted into

[
sk,1 sk,2 . . . sk,L2

]
after being decom-

posed according to Eq. (9).[
sk,1 sk,2 . . . sk,L2

]= [dk,1 dk,2 . . . dk,L1

] ·A (9)

where
[
sk,1 sk,2 . . . sk,L2

]
corresponds

[
a1,a2, . . . ,aL2

]
in matrix A.
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For example, the messages data block is {2, 4, 1}, assuming L1 = 3, L2 = 4, b = 5, the
randomly established Vandermonde matrix A is shown in Eq. (10).

A=
⎡
⎣1 1 1 1
2 4 0 1
4 1 0 1

⎤
⎦ (10)

According to Eq. (9), the messages data can be decomposed into: 4, 4, 2, 2.

The messages are embedded in each cover image after being decomposed. In the process of
recovering the messages, it can be known from Eqs. (8) and (9) that the messages data of L1 bits
are decomposed and expanded into L2-digit messages data for embedding, and it can be seen that
the redundancy rate Re can be expressed as shown in Eq. (11).

Re= L2−L1

L2
(11)

The relationship between L1 and L2 needs to satisfy L1 ≤ L2. If the data loss rate during
transmission is greater than Re, the original messages data cannot be recovered; otherwise, we
can recover the original messages data with the data ratio of L1/L2. It is assumed that all L2
data blocks

[
s′k,1 s′k,2 . . . s′k,L2

]
are received at the data receiving end, which respectively cor-

respond to a′1,a
′
2, . . . ,a

′
L2

in matrix A. According to Eq. (8) and the corresponding a′1,a
′
2, . . . ,a

′
L2

in the matrix, a Vandermonde matrix A’ of size L2 × L2 is established. The original data[
dk,1 dk,2 . . . dk,L2

]
can be recovered by the following Eq. (12).[

dk,1 dk,2 . . . dk,L1

]= [s′k,1 s′k,2 . . . s′k,L2

] · (A′)−1 (12)

where
(
A′)−1 is the inverse of matrix A′.

According to this method, a Vandermonde matrix is constructed to decompose the
secret messages. Each part of the decomposed messages

[
sk,1 sk,2 . . . sk,L2

]
corresponds

to the indices
[
a1,a2, . . . ,aL2

]
of the Vandermonde matrix, and the decomposed messages

are embedded into each cover image together with the indices of the Vandermonde matrix
through different steganography algorithms. After the transmission of the channel, the messages[
s′k,1 s′k,2 . . . s′k,L2

]
and the corresponding indices in the stego images are extracted, and the

a′1,a
′
2, . . . ,a

′
L2

recovers the original messages from the extracted messages.

3.3 Dynamic Payload Redistribution Algorithm
The traditional multiple images steganography algorithm distributes secret messages evenly in

each image. This equal distribution scheme does not take into account the features of each cover
image, making the stego images easy to detect. In the method of this paper, in order to improve
the security of message transmission, according to the diversity of the cover images, and the idea
of dynamic programming is used to distribute the payload non-uniformly to each image to obtain
the optimal payload distribution method.

Assume that given N cover images (C1,C2, . . . ,CN), the length of the messages is P. In the
traditional multiple images steganography method, the messages P are evenly distributed among
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N cover images, and the same length of the secret information embedded in each cover image is
shown as Eq. (13).

p1 = p2 = p3 = . . .= pN = P
N

(13)

Since each cover image is different, the method of evenly embedding secret messages in the
cover image makes it easier to detect the stego images. This paper proposes an optimization
algorithm for payload redistribution. According to the principle of minimizing the difference
between the feature of the cover images and the stego images, the payloads size of each cover
image are redistributed to improve the security of multiple images steganography.

In the multiple images steganography method, the value of MMD is usually used to evaluate
the difference between the features of the cover images and the stego images. The smaller the
value of MMD between the cover images and the stego images, the closer the features of the
cover images and the stego images. The stego images are even more difficult to detect.

Assume that the non-uniform payloads of the cover images after iteration are
(
p∗1,p

∗
2, . . . ,p

∗
N

)
,

and the constraints are satisfied between each payload as shown in Eq. (14).

p∗1 + p∗2 + . . .+ p∗N =P (14)

When the constraint condition Eq. (14) is satisfied, the value of MMD is used as the criterion
for evaluating safety. These non-uniform payloads distribution are expressed as shown in Eq. (15).(
p∗1,p

∗
2, . . . ,p

∗
N
)= argmin

FC∈�,FS∈�,FS∗∈�
{MMD (FC,FS) ,MMD (FC,FS∗)} (15)

where FC is the feature set of the cover images (C1,C2, . . . ,CN), FS is the feature set of the
stego images (S1, S2, . . .SN) after the secret messages are evenly embedded by the traditional
steganography method, and FS∗ is the stego images feature set that re-embeds messages after
payloads redistribution. All sets belong to the real number �.

The redistributed payloads
(
p∗1,p

∗
2, . . . ,p

∗
N

)
are used to embed the messages to ensure that the

obtained MMD value is the smallest and improve the security of the multiple images steganogra-
phy. The DPR algorithm proposed in this paper uses the principle of dynamic programming. By
reducing the number of iterations during payload distribution, the computational complexity of
batch processing images is reduced, and the efficiency of the algorithm is improved. Compared
with the FBR algorithm proposed in Eq. (16), the algorithm in this paper is expected to improve
the time complexity and fault tolerance. The DPR algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 1: Dynamic payload redistribution algorithm

Input: Cover images {C1,C2, . . . ,CN}, Messages D, Average payloads (p1,p2, . . . ,pN);

Output: Redistributed payloads
(
p∗1,p

∗
2, . . . ,p

∗
N

)
, Stego images {S1,S2, . . . ,SN}.

for(i= 1, i<=N, i++)

Step 1: Embedding secret messages.

Secret messages D are embedded into the cover images at the average payloads of
(p1,p2, . . . ,pN) to generate the stego images. The PEV-274 dimension features of the cover

(Continued)
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Algorithm 1 (Continued)

images and the stego images are extracted using the feature extraction method in [21]. The
cover images feature FC and the stego images feature FS are extracted.

Step 2: Calculate the MMD value of the features of the cover images and the stego images.

Based on the image features obtained in Step 1, when the payloads are evenly distributed,
the value of the features difference MMD (FC ,FS) between the cover images and the stego
images are recorded as M1.

Step 3: Dynamic payload redistribution.

According to the embedding rate of each cover image, the maximum value of the embed-
dable information blocks is determined. After embedding, the value of MMD between
image features are calculated and recorded as M2. M2 is compared with M1 in Step 2. If
M1>M2, the value of M2 is retained; if M1<M2, the number of information blocks are
sequentially reduced and embedded, until M1 >M2, the payloads distribution result at this
time are retained. The number of information blocks embedded in each image is recorded
as p (i), and the corresponding MMD value is recorded as m (i). Using the idea of dynamic
programming to redistribute the payloads. Assuming that in the i-th image, the payload is
p (i), then the state transition equation is shown in Eq. (16).

f [i] [j]= argmin {f [i− 1] [j− p (i)]+m (i) , f [i− 1] [j]} (16)

After the i-th image embeds the payloads j, f [i] [j] is the smallest MMD value of the cover
images and the stego images. Compare the MMD values of the i-th image before and after
embedding, and select the minimum value to assign to f [i] [j]. Specific examples of the
planning process are shown in Tab. 1.

Step 4: Determine the redistributed payloads.

Step 3 recursively obtain the payloads
(
p∗1,p

∗
2, . . . ,p

∗
N

)
of the cover images after payload

redistribution, and calculate the total payload P∗ = p∗1 + p∗2 + . . . + p∗N . If P∗ ≥ P, embed
directly according to the redistributed payloads; if P∗ <P, all the extra payload p∗ =P−P∗
is embedded in the last cover image to ensure p∗1 + p∗2 + . . .+ p∗N = P.

Step 5: Output the redistributed payloads
(
p∗1,p

∗
2, . . . ,p

∗
N

)
.

end.

An example of the planning process in Step 3 is as follows. Assume that there are four images
with the numbers A, B, C, and D. The embedded information blocks p of each image can be 2,
1, 4, 3, and the MMD values corresponding to the stego images after embedding are respectively
0.4, 0.3, 0.1, 0.3, as shown in Tab. 1. Now the total number of payloads of the embedded secret
messages is 7. Using the above dynamic programming method, after embedding the total payload,
the values of MMD corresponding to the cover images and the stego images are the smallest.

Assume that picture A is used for embedding, and the state transition equation at this time is
f [4] [7]= argmin {f [3] [7− p (a)]+m (a) , f [3] [7]}, where f [3] [7− p (a)]+m (a) represents the value
of MMD when using picture A for embedding, and f [3] [7] represents the value of MMD when
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not using picture A for embedding. Compare the size of the MMD value in the two cases, and
choose a smaller value to assign to f [4] [7]. According to the payload planning process shown
in Tab. 1, when the total payload is 7, there are two alternative embedding schemes. The first
solution is to use the A, B, and C images for embedding. The second solution is to use the C
and D images for embedding. Compare the MMD values of the two solutions, and choose the
one with the smaller MMD value. The secret messages are embedded in the two cover images of
C and D, and the MMD value obtained at this time is the smallest.

Table 1: Payload planning process

p m 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

A 2 0.4 0 0 0.4A – – – – –
B 1 0.3 0 0.3B 0.4A 0.7AB – – – –
C 4 0.1 0 0.3B 0.4A 0.7AB 0.1C 0.4BC 0.5AC 0.8ABC
D 3 0.3 0 0.3B 0.4A 0.3D 0.1C 0.4BC 0.5AC 0.4CD

3.4 Embedding and Extracting Secret Messages
This section combines the traditional steganography with the DPR algorithm, and uses the

data decomposition method of Section 3.2 to decompose the secret message to be embedded. The
decomposed messages are embedded into the cover images using the DPR algorithm of Section
3.3. The messages embedding algorithm is as follows:

Algorithm 2: Secret messages embedding Algorithm
Input: Cover images, Secret messages

Output: Stego images
Step 1: Decomposition of secret messages.

According to the messages decomposition method proposed in Section 3.2, the embed-
ded messages are decomposed, and the Vandermonde matrix is constructed to decom-
pose the original messages into multiple information blocks, corresponding to the indices[
a1,a2, . . . ,aL2

]
in the Vandermonde matrix.

Step 2: Redistribute the payloads.

The size of the total payload to be embedded is determined by the decomposed messages,
and the total payload P is non-uniformly distributed to each cover images according to the
DPR algorithm proposed in Section 3.3.

Step 3: Embedding of secret messages.

According to the redistributed payloads
(
p∗1,p

∗
2, . . . ,p

∗
N

)
, the cover images are embedded in

batches using the steganography algorithm.

Combined with the data recovery method proposed in Section 3.2, the secret messages in the
stego images are extracted. The secret messages extraction algorithm is as follows:
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Algorithm 3: Secret messages extraction algorithm

Input: Stego images

Output: Cover images

Step 1: Receive stego images.

The transmission of the stego images through the channel may cause the loss of some
images, and the information blocks in the received stego images are extracted, as well as the
indices

[
a1,a2, . . . ,aL2

]
in the Vandermonde matrix corresponding to the information blocks.

Step 2: Extraction of messages.

According to the data recovery method proposed in Section 3.2. The L2×L2 Vandermonde
matrix A′ is constructed by the indices

[
a1,a2, . . . ,aL2

]
corresponding to the messages blocks.

Step 3: Recovery of the original secret messages.

Calculate the original secret messages from Eq. (12).

According to the secret data recovery method, it can be known that the data redundancy rate
Re is controlled by two parameters L1 and L2 of the Vandermonde matrix, and the maximum
amount of data allowed to be lost during transmission is L1 − L2. If too much data are
lost during transmission, the original data cannot be recovered using the data recovery method
proposed in this paper.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, to verify the performance of the proposed method, several experiments are
conducted in this section comparing with previous representative methods, a series of experi-
ments were performed in terms of payload distribution efficiency and anti-statistical detection
compared with existing multiple images steganography methods. Finally, the robustness of the
data decomposition model based on Vandermonde matrix is verified.

4.1 Performance Comparisons
To verify the performance of the proposed method, an experimental comparison is made

with the existing multiple images steganography methods. First, the experimental settings are given
in the following section. Then, the experimental results are illustrated and analyzed in the terms
of the quality of stego images, the efficiency of payload distribution under different multiple
images steganography methods, and the anti-detection performance.

4.1.1 Experimental Settings
To verify the applicability of proposed method for image types, cover images come from three

image databases are tested: (1) Bossbase-1.01 image database [22]; (2) UCID image database [23];
(3) GTD image database [24]. Randomly select 2000 images from the above three image databases.
These images by JPEG2000 lossless compression to generate 2000 JPEG images. The images size
are 512 × 512, and the quality factor are 85. The cover images use different multiple images
steganography algorithms in combination with the LSB steganography [18], nsF5 steganogra-
phy [2], and J-UNIWARD steganography [19]. Randomly select images from the cover images to
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generate stego images under different payloads. Compare different multiple images steganography
algorithms FBR [16], ES-ITC [25] and EVEN [10]. The experimental settings are shown in Tab. 2.

Table 2: Experimental settings

Experimental settings

Image sources Bossbase-1.01 [22], UCID [23], GTD [24]
Image size 512× 512
Image type JPEG
Number of covers 2000
Secret messages Randomly generated binary sequences
Data redundancy rate 44.44%, 83.87%
Payloads 0.05, 0.2, 0.4
Steganography nsF5 [2], LSB [18], J-UNIWARD [19]
Distribution algorithms FBR [16], ES-ITC [25], EVEN [10]
Proposed algorithm DPR
Detection feature DCTR [26]

During the experiment, we can choose to include different numbers of cover images in each
group of images, and use different embedding algorithms nsF5 [2], LSB [18], J-UNIWARD [19]
to experiment with different numbers of cover images. Assuming that each group of images
contains 50 cover images, the average payloads are 0.05 bpp, 0.2 bpp and 0.4 bpp. The detailed
experimental steps are as follows:

All cover images are grouped according to each group containing 50 images, and messages
are distributed according to the number of images and embedded in each cover image.

The feature extraction method of PEV-274 is used to extract the features of the cover
images set and the stego images set, and the MMD value are calculated based on the differences
between the features of cover images and the stego images.

According to the dynamic payload redistribution algorithm, the idea of dynamic program-
ming is used to redistribute the payloads of the cover images.

According to the payloads of the redistributed cover images, combined with different
embedding algorithms to embed messages to get the stego images.

4.1.2 Stego Images Quality Comparison
This section compares the DPR algorithm proposed in this paper with the FBR algorithm

in [16] by the PSNR value of the stego images. The cover images set was randomly divided into
40 groups, each group containing 50 cover images. A group of images is randomly selected from
40 groups of cover images, and the LSB steganography [18] and the nsF5 steganography [2] are
combined with the DPR algorithm and the FBR algorithm [16], respectively. The PSNR values
of the generated stego images are compared at different payloads. The comparison of the PSNR
values of the stego images generated by combining LSB steganography [18] with DPR algorithm
and FBR algorithm [16] is shown in Tab. 3. As can be seen from Tab. 3, comparing the PSNR
value of the stego images generated by the DPR algorithm and the FBR algorithm [16], the
PSNR value can be increased by a maximum of 1.89 when the average payloads is 0.1 bpp. The
comparison of the PSNR values of the stego images when using nsF5 steganography [2] is shown
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in Tab. 4, the PSNR value can be increased by a maximum of 1.3 when the average payloads
is 0.1 bpp. As shown in Fig. 2, the PSNR value of the stego images generated by the DPR
algorithm proposed in this paper under different payloads is equivalent to the PSNR of the stego
images obtained by the FBR algorithm in [16].

Table 3: Comparison of PSNR values combined with LSB steganography

Algorithm Payload

0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.1 0.15 0.2

FBR [16] 53.59 50.09 48.22 45.97 44.42 43.84 43.01 42.5
Proposed method 53.62 49.76 47.91 46.67 45.65 45.73 43.43 43.16

Table 4: Comparison of PSNR values combined with nsF5 steganography

Algorithm Payload

0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.1 0.15 0.2

FBR [16] 73.54 71.22 67.39 65.59 62.73 61.69 58.81 56.39
Proposed method 73.91 68.90 66.38 64.63 63.35 62.99 59.51 56.26

Figure 2: Comparison of PSNR values at different payloads

4.1.3 Payload Distribution Efficiency Comparison
This section compares the DPR algorithm proposed in this paper, FBR algorithm [16]

and ES-ITC algorithm [25] from the time required for payloads distribution. Taking the nsF5
algorithm [2] as an example, a set of cover images is randomly selected from the 40 sets of
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cover images, combined with different multiple images steganography methods, and embedded at
the payloads of 0.05, 0.2, 0.4. This experiment was repeated 10 times to calculate the average
time required for payloads distribution. Compare the time required for payloads distribution with
different multiple images steganography methods. At different payloads, when the nsF5 steganog-
raphy [2] is used in combination with different multiple images steganography methods, the time
required to distribute the payloads is shown in Tab. 5. As can be seen from Tab. 5, compared
with the ES-ITC algorithm [25], the time required to distribute the payloads are increased by
0.2 s, 0.12 s and 0.13 s when the average payloads are 0.05 bpp, 0.2 bpp and 0.4 bpp. Compared
with the FBR algorithm [15], the time required to distribute the payloads of the DPR algorithm
are increased by 15.01 s, 14.29 s and 14.5 s when the average payloads are 0.05 bpp, 0.2 bpp
and 0.4 bpp. It can be seen that when the nsF5 steganography [2] is combined with the DPR
algorithm, the time required to distribute the payloads is generally less than the time required
to distribute the payloads by the FBR algorithm [16] and ES-ITC algorithm [25]. Especially
compared with the FBR algorithm, the time required for the DPR algorithm proposed in this
paper to distribute the payloads can be reduced by 4 times.

Table 5: Comparison of payload distribution time between different distribution algorithms

Algorithm Payload

0.05 0.2 0.4

ES-ITC [25] 5.11 s 5.14 s 5.07 s
FBR [16] 19.92 s 19.31 s 19.44 s
Proposed method 4.91 s 4.92 s 4.86 s

The FBR algorithm proposed in Eq. (16) obtains the non-uniform payloads distribution for
each cover image by iterating the substitution sequence, but the efficiency of iteration substitution
is not considered. Based on the Li et al. [16], this paper uses the principle of dynamic program-
ming, and then redistributes the payloads of the cover images based on the difference between
the features of the cover images and the stego images, so that the payload distribution efficiency
has improved.

4.1.4 Anti-Statistical Detection Comparison
This section verifies the performance of the proposed method in terms of anti-statistical

detection, using the nsF5 steganography [2] and the J-UNIWARD steganography [19], respec-
tively, in combination with the DPR algorithm, the ES-ITC algorithm [25] and the EVEN
algorithm [10]. All 40 groups of cover images were embedded with payloads of 0.05, 0.2, and
0.4. In the anti-statistical detection experiment, the 8000-dimensional DCTR feature [26] and
ensemble classifier [27] were used to detect the anti-detection performance of the stego images
generated by the method in this paper. The experimental cover images are randomly divided
into two parts, namely the training cover images and the test cover images. The stego images
generated by using different steganography algorithms and different payloads are correspondingly
divided into training stego images and test stego images. The 8000-dimensional DCTR features
are extracted from each training image set, and the steganography detector is trained using
an ensemble classifier [27] using a supervised learning method. Finally, training classifiers are
extracted from each training image set, and the minimum global average error rate with a prior
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probability of equal probability is calculated using the resulting steganography detector as shown
in (17).

PE = min
PFA∈[0,1]

1
2

(PFA+PMD (PFA)) (17)

where PFA is the false alarm rate, the probability that the cover images are determined to be the
stego images, and PMD is the missed detection rate,the probability that the stego images are to be
the cover images. For each group of experiments, the above process was repeated 10 times, and
the minimum median average error rate of 10 experiments is used as a measure of anti-statistical
detection performance. The larger value indicates a better anti-statistical detection performance.

The Tab. 6 shows the average detection error rates of nsF5 steganography and J-UNIWARD
steganography combined with different multiple images steganography methods, respectively.
It can be seen from Fig. 3 that for the nsF5 steganography [2], the average detection error rate
using the ES-ITC algorithm [25] is slightly better than the EVEN algorithm [10] and the DPR
algorithm proposed in this paper; for the J-UNIWARD steganography [19], the average detection
error rate using the DPR algorithm proposed in this paper is generally better than the other
two algorithms. Compared with the EVEN algorithm [10] proposed in this paper, the average
detection error rate increased by 0.6%, 0.42%, and 1.06% when the payloads were 0.05, 0.2,
and 0.4; compared with the ES-ITC algorithm [25], the average detection error rate of the DPR
algorithm increased by 0.17%, 0.15%, and 0.59% under different payloads, respectively.

Table 6: Comparison of average detection error rate of different distribution algorithms

Steganography Algorithms Payload

0.05 0.2 0.4

nsF5 [2] EVEN [10] 0.3290 0.1324 0.0644
ES-ITC [25] 0.3412 0.1590 0.0726
Proposed method 0.3468 0.1489 0.0713

J-UNIWARD [19] EVEN [10] 0.4510 0.3458 0.1540
ES-ITC [25] 0.4527 0.3473 0.1587
Proposed method 0.4570 0.3500 0.1646

The Even algorithm [10] distributes secret messages evenly to each cover image, and lacks
consideration of the features of each cover image. The ES-ITC algorithm [25] is based on the
texture complexity of the cover images and assigns the maximum capacity payload to each cover
image. Based on the Li et al. [16], this paper uses the idea of dynamic programming to design
the DPR algorithm. It can be seen that in multiple images steganography, the J-UNIWARD [19]
adaptive steganography algorithm combined with the DPR algorithm proposed in this paper
generates stego images with improved anti-statistical detection performance.

4.2 Robustness Experiments
In this paper, a data decomposition method based on the Vandermonde matrix is designed

to improve the robustness of the messages in the batch steganography algorithm. The original
secret messages are recovered according to the Eq. (11) in Section 3.2.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Comparison of average detection error rates of stego images with different allocation
algorithms. (a) nsF5 steganography, (b) J-UNIWARD steganography

Assuming that the original messages data are the sequence of q-ary digits in L1-bit, which is
expanded to the sequence of q-ary digits in L2-bit after data decomposition, the redundancy rate
of the data is expressed as Re= L2 −L1/L2 by Eq. (9). According to the data recovery process,
as long as the receiver receives L2−L1 bits in the L2-bit messages, that is, when the data loss rate
is greater than the data redundancy rate, the original messages can be recovered. Fig. 4 shows
the relationship between data redundancy and parameters L1 and L2. For different parameter L1,
the data redundancy rate increases with the increase of parameter L2.

Figure 4: Relationship between Re and parameters L1 and L2
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To verify the robustness of this method, the following experiments were performed. Using
the secret messages extraction algorithm in Section 3.4, test three payloads of 0.025 bpp, 0.15
bpp, and 0.25 bpp, which respectively represent smaller payloads, normal payloads, and larger
payloads. Two sets of test parameters are given: L1 = 5, L2 = 9, q = 11 and L1 = 5, L2 = 31,
q = 37, the data redundancy rate Re of the two sets of parameters are 44.44% and 83.87%,
respectively. The experiment was performed 100 times to simulate the loss of the stego images
during transmission. The average data recovery rate was obtained by dividing the number of
times the original data was recovered by the total number of tests. Tab. 7 shows the average data
recovery rate of the three steganography algorithms combined with the secret message extraction
method proposed in this paper when the data redundancy rate is 44.44% and the simulated
average data loss rates are 30% and 50%. It can be seen from Tab. 7 that when the average data
loss rate is about 30%, the data redundancy rate is greater than the average data loss rate, so
in most cases secret messages can be recovered. When the average data loss rate is about 50%,
the data redundancy rate is less than the average data loss rate. Too much lost data makes it
impossible to recover the messages, so the average data recovery rate is 0%. Similarly, Tab. 8
shows the average data recovery rate of the three steganography algorithms combined with the
secret message extraction method proposed in this paper when the data redundancy rate is 83.87%
and the simulated average data loss rates are 80% and 90%. It can be seen that no matter which
steganography algorithm is used, secret messages can be recovered as long as the average rate of
data loss is less than the rate of data redundancy.

Table 7: Recovery rate of secret messages under different data loss rates (Re= 44.44%)

Algorithm Re Average data loss Payload

0.025 0.15 0.25

DPR-LSB 44.44% 31.24% 93% 85% 73%
50.68% 0% 0% 0%

DPR-nsF5 44.44% 30.82% 88% 76% 69%
51.44% 0% 0% 0%

DPR-J-UNIWARD 44.44% 33.49% 84% 72% 65%
51.72% 0% 0% 0%

Table 8: Recovery rate of secret messages under different data loss rates (Re= 83.87%)

Algorithm Re Average data loss Payload

0.025 0.15 0.25

DPR-LSB 83.87% 79.28% 87% 79% 70%
90.17% 0% 0% 0%

DPR-nsF5 83.87% 80.33% 78% 62% 54%
89.43% 0% 0% 0%

DPR-J-UNIWARD 83.87% 81.27% 73% 56% 43%
91.24% 0% 0% 0%
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5 Conclusions

The current image steganography mainly focuses on the steganography of a single cover
image. Existing algorithms for multiple images steganography often consider embedding secret
messages as sparse as possible in the cover images to improve the detection error rate of the
stego images, failing to take full advantage of the features of cover images in multiple images
steganography. In order to distribute secret messages to each cover image more efficiently and
accurately, this paper presents a DPR algorithm for JPEG images based on optimal payload
distribution. Using the differences between the features of the cover images and the stego images
and the idea of dynamic programming. The payloads are non-uniformly distributed to each cover
image to achieve the optimal payloads distribution for multiple images steganography. The exper-
imental results show that the proposed DPR algorithm combined with the steganography is more
efficient than the FBR algorithm [16] and the ES-ITC algorithm [25] in distributing the payloads.
Especially when compared with the FBR algorithm, the time required for payload distribution
is reduced by 4 times. As the same time, the average detection error rates of J-UNIWARD [19]
adaptive steganography combined with the DPR algorithm proposed in this paper is generally
higher than that of EVEN algorithm [10] and ES-ITC algorithm [25]. When the embedding rate
is 0.4 bpp, the average detection error rate of the DPR algorithm is 1.06% higher than the EVEN
algorithm [10], and 0.59% higher than the ES-ITC algorithm [25].

In the next work, we will focus our research on different methods of selecting cover images
in multiple steganography. The cover images most suitable for steganography in multiple covers
are selected for embedding to improve the security of batch steganography.
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